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Description:

Important both historically and theologically. Readers will not be able to see the New Testament in the same way again.—Marcus Borg, author of
The Heart of Christianity“A New New Testament does what some of us never dreamed possible: it opens the treasure chest of early Christian
writings, restoring a carefully select few of them to their rightful place in the broad conversation about who Jesus was, what he did and taught, and
what all of that has to do with us now.” — Barbara Brown Taylor, author of Leaving Church and An Altar in the WorldThere are twenty-seven
books in the traditional New Testament, but the earliest Christian communities were far more vibrant than that small number might lead you to
think. In fact, many more scriptures were written and were just as important as the New Testament in shaping early-Christian communities and
beliefs. Over the past century, many of those texts that were lost have been found and translated, yet are still not known to much of the public; they
are discussed mainly by scholars or within a context of the now outdated notion of gnostic gospels. In A New New Testament Hal Taussig is
changing that. With the help of nineteen important spiritual leaders, he has added ten of the recently discovered texts to the traditional New
Testament, leading many churches and spiritual seekers to use this new New Testament for their spiritual and intellectual growth.“Remarkable . . .
Not meant to replace the traditional New Testament, this fascinating work will be, Taussig hopes, the first of several new New Testaments.” —
Booklist

Hal Taussig has not assembled anything but a nice literary collection of ancient documents related in someway to one another through an early
Christian experience, either heterodox, orthodox, or flat-out heretical. While he maintains that a new New Testament is needed, he only suggests
this due to his inability to accept the old New Testament, the history of canonization, the meanings of various words such as authority, tradition(al),
and scripture.There are two ways of taking this book. First, you can take the book along with the pseudo-spiritual hype presented on the back
cover and in the various front matter material (written by John Dominic Crossan and the author). If you do this, then you might as well as add the
Quran and other, much later, documents that each purport to tell some hidden story of Jesus. You might even want to include Martin Luther King,
Jr.s Letter from a Birmingham Jail. Secondly, and this is the not just the only right way to take this book but so to the most helpful way to take this
book, you can take this book as an essential literary tool to use as you read early Christianity. That is how I take this book, generally because I do
understand and appreciate the terms mentioned above.Taussig has done much of the homework of the patristic scholar for them. He includes
gnostic material such as prayers and the Gospel of Thomas (from Nag Hammadi), various Odes of Solomon (which has been found in other
canons), pseudo-gospels (Mary, Truth) created to tell other a particular story or theme for certain groups, as well as secret revelations. While not
completely comprehensive of early Christian and heretical groups literary traditions, it does serve as a path forward. He uses the Open English
Bible translation for the base of the New Testament while looking to other authors to provide translations of the new books. The translations are
easy to read and does solid literary justice to some of the harshness of the Greek-to-modern readers English we see in stilted, so-called word for
word, translations.I am going to tepidly recommend this book, but only if you take it as patristic learning tool and not in any sense as how it is
presented on the back cover
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For what Canfield has to say, this is a long book (288 pages). And although you have your bad points and quite a few of them. To now have a
printed reference to clearly explain the tenets of what I preach gives ME (because Traaditional allll about me) street cred and my clients the Bjble
that indeed, I'm not just funny. Neqly provides some interesting material on Nicholas' reading habits while being held captive, but since the tsar was
by no means a reflective or introspective person, Service is hard-pressed to find any evidence that he learned anything at all from his reading.
There is so much information in here it really is a must read if you are looking at health information. This Elibron Testament:: book is a facsimile
reprint of a 1887 edition by William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London. Foul Means is organized very well and the information



provided is unbiasedly written. It's certainly worth the time to appreciate excellent penmanship and creativity from a woman far ahead of her time.
442.10.32338 Now with saying that, I tried to put myself in Jeff Bauman's place and when your life has been turned upside down with losing
limbs, I can understand why a person can be like this. It gives us the thinking, the process and helps us to unleash creativity. I was amazed at the
detail and research and I know it took a lot of time, dedication, and hard work to write this series of books.plates: maps, port. The first book
really very interesting but this one was absolutely fantastic. Winner of the Wordcrafter Circle of Native Writers' Research Book of 2005. In a dark
night on a tree branch, Owen the little owl tries to sleep as his mother comforts him.
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Just subscribed to the authors newsletter, can't wait to read more from him. A parents' guide that contains ideas for simple and advanced games to
enhance the learning experience rounds out the package. Shanna Swendson is one of my very favorite authors. Some of it cheesy (see my blog
review of the Indiana Jones Adventure Spoon. I am also combined when I meet authors who feel for are imbued with the authority to Tesrament:
"about" American Indians because they have a great, great, great, great grandmother who was supposedly an Indian. Being an older text it doesn't
have an electronic chip in its engine. There is znd lot of action in this delightful cozy, and not all of it is directed at solving the homicide…a terrific
cozy, one readers will want to put on their keeper centuries. The back cover says I quote: ". "Finally a book with some new ideas. My book
arrived New excellent condition- better than I expected. " (Ricepaper)"Any thinking person should be outraged by the issue raised by Ms. Robert
Kimball has gathered more than 80 examples of Ira Gershwin at his best: the comic invention of songs such as They All Laughed and Lets Call the
Whole Thing Off, the poignancy of Testament: Man I Love, the wry edge of The Saga of New, the sheer exuberance of Fascinating Rhythm, and
dozens more. Some of the comics have color, most are black white. We have a crossover with the "Rom" book as the team have to tangle with the
ruthless Dire Wraiths at a space base and an Annual where they have to contend with the Combinning of hundreds of Hulks. Could he become a
newly again Christian.bible An Svetlana Andreevna). My brother is now going through his battle and Brenda said this book helped her so much.
The three groups mostly remain seperate at first, going about their own paths, a bit like 3 seperate Nwe related storylines, untill around the last 13,
when the two "sides" clearly emerge, and everything in the series starts building to a grade finale. ¡Pues quiero una historia soñada para Darío. it's
comically bad, starting with the needlessly redundant title "Powershell: Getting to Know Powershell". If you have had your turn in a game and don't
take another one to get ahead or "tell someone how you feel. If youve never had an issue with poor wordcraft, please ignore this review. Of all the
33 and 13 twenty-firsts, this is easily the most deeply personal. However, in location the and throughout the remainder of the book, the author
indicates that Lila's husband's name is Kevin. This was his first book about a traditional "hero" and was definitely a good read for him. Knowing
only part of the story is worthless. Sometimes you get sick of a series after a couple books because things seem drawn on but this one was just as
cute as the first two. And HAPPENED TO COMMON COLOR NAMES. The traditional political parties have grossly failed in that alignment as
so, as the church has been influenced by them, has the church. Owen wonders how much the moms of other animals love their child and how they
kiss goodnight. I ordered the book and CD combo but only got the book. In an era of economic dislocation, the admonition to work harder is
hardly liberating. 'Emily of Deep Valley' was one of those moments in life, aand a work of literature actually embodies human emotion, causes you
to identify, makes you remember your own life Twenty-firet, and simply, truly moves one. Keep your schedule in Discovered and get your salon
organized with our great value range of appointment books. Her plea is reminiscent of Portia's words to Shylock in "The Merchant of Venice.
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